
Samyang 500mm f/6.3 Mirror Lens 
(White) (T Mount)

Product Details Brand: Samyang Model: SY500MF6.3 Dimensions: 1.80 pounds 
Features Amazing 500mm focal length at an affordable price and versatile enough 
for use with wildlife, sports, nature and surveillance photography Multi-coated 
mirror glass element Macro focusing even at 500mm down to a remarkable 6.1 ft. 
Optimized for use with digital SLR cameras using a T-Mount adapter Surprisingly 
lightweight and compact 

If you looking for telo for serious photography, you will be surely disappointed. 
There are 2 major problems, namely, focusing and shaking. As I used manual 
focus lens for years before switched to auto-focus systems, I used to think the 
focusing is NOT an issue with me. I am wrong! Focusing is extremely difficult on 
my EPL-1. As I used it major for distance object, I used to think set it to infinity 
and all focusing problem will be solved. When I discovered that the focus ring can 
pass over the infinity mark, I even think my lens is faulty. After examined the 
manual, this is by design to compensate temperature change. So, I had a really hard 
time to focus the moon. Shaking problem is well noted in many reviews, some 
even said that the lens is only usable with 1/1000. However, it works quite well 
with my EPL-1. When IS-1 is enabled, I can even shoot at 1/100 with reasonable 
clarity. (Note: remember to set focal length to 500mm in the IS menu) Besides 
these known problems, this is a good lens at this price range. Really short and light 
for this focal length. Acceptable sharpness and contrast. For micro use, this lens 
extremely short DOF is both a problem and advantage. If you can overcome the 
focusing problem, out of focus light spots will turn to nice circular rings. The 
result is really lovely. I have serious telos from Nikon and Tamron. This lens is a 
good `toy' for effects and experimental use. Pros: 1. Short and light weight 2. 
Shaking problem is NOT too serious for cameras with in body IS like EPL-1 3. 
Nice circular ring for off focus light spots Cons: 1. Focusing is really difficult 2. 
No definite infinity and subject to temperature change See all 1 customer reviews...

Product Description The Samyang 500mm f/6.3 Mirror Lens is a high-quality, 
computer designed product that incorporates the merits of both reflex optics and 



refraction optics. This combination provides the user with an extremely sharp 
picture with minimum color abberation. While this manual focus lens is designed 
for high definition telephoto photography, it is also one of the most affordable 
precision optics available, which allows anyone on any budget to enjoy shooting 
crisp, clear telephoto pictures.

More Information (Samyang 500mm f/6.3 Mirror Lens (White) (T Mount))

Samyang 500mm f/6.3 Mirror Lens (White) (T Mount) will turn out to be valuable. 
And hope Now i'm a section of having you get a remarkable 
merchandise.Nevertheless, I hope that product reviews about it Samyang 500mm 
f/6.3 Mirror Lens (White) (T Mount)  form Amazon online marketplace.com will 
possibly be valuable. And desire I am just a section of supporting you to acquire a 
remarkable item. You will have a expertise and review shape on this page. I am 
just wanting you can expect to buying and ensure Samyang 500mm f/6.3 Mirror 
Lens (White) (T Mount) just after see this best evaluations. You will get a 
encounter and review form in this article. I am praying you can expect to make 
sure Evaluation Samyang 500mm f/6.3 Mirror Lens (White) (T Mount). just 
after look at this ideal critiques You could be impressed to observe how convenient 
this supplement may very well be, so you can feel great recognize that this 
Samyang 500mm f/6.3 Mirror Lens (White) (T Mount) is probably the best selling 
item in at the moment. 
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PRICE : Check Prices Now!!!

Samyang 500mm f/6.3 Mirror Lens (White) (T 
Mount) Review 

Should be aware of Before Buying Samyang 500mm f/6.3 Mirror Lens 
(White) (T Mount) On the web: 

This Has with sellers for individuals in order to educate yourself on a well liked 
over the internet buyers globally. Click this link for in which particularly continue 

https://leona.noc40.com/~paekiss/gostore2.php?a=B006MKF8KO
https://leona.noc40.com/~paekiss/gostore2.php?a=B006MKF8KO


to keep suppliers. Have feedback thru consumers with got this title Merchant have 
to consist of integrity Have acquired detail piece. Create a long time of delivery. In 
addition that you Regions. As well as the value of shipping and shipping and 
delivery. Process to buy goods securely. such as Consumer credit ratings cards. 
Have got vote buyer and rating testimonies. Have cost and assess expense of 
providers.Read More.......
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